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CHAPTER I
IHTRODUCTIOH
A. Statement of the Problem.
The purpose of this thesis is to study the
changes of
color and form in indirect vision. The
following questions
show the ourpose more exactly:
U What changes of color tone occur when the
stimulus
1. moved from the outer extremity of
the oeriohery to the
fovea?
2. what changes of form occur when
the stimulus is
moved from the outer extremity of the
oeriohery to the fovea?
3 . What are the limits
of the different color rones on
the retina?
4. What are the limits of the
different form rones on
the retina?
5 . in regard to form and
color, which can be distin-
guished first in indirect vision, and
to what extent?
6. what effect does form exert
upon color in indirect
vision and vice versa?
B. Definition of Terms Used in
the Title.
Color Zone-* term used to describe
the relative ex-
tent of the retinal surface that
responds to color stimu-
lation*
„ . fc_ H««cribe the relative extent
Form Zone— A term used to des o
(2)
of the retinal surface that responds to form stimulation.
Peripheral Vision—All that is visible outside the
fovea, with the eye focused on a definite point, is
said to
be in peripheral vision. In this study,
peripheral vision
is limited to that which is visible on the
horopter with one
eye blindfolded and the other focused on a single
Point.
C. Limitations of the Study-
The data obtained in this experiment are
limited to
those reported by three subjects. Owing to the limited
amount of time available on the part of
both subject and ex-
perimenter, either a few trained subjects could be
investi-
gated thoroughly or a great number could
be investigated
superficially. In order not to sacrifice
quality for quan-
tity it was decided to investigate a
few subjects thoroughly
rather than to study many subjects superficially.
in regard to the number of meridians
investigated, only
eight were explored. Consequently, in
plotting the rones,
the number of points on the curve was
limited to eight.
However, these points come at equal
intervals and the re-
sulting figure is fairly representative.
In reading the
available literature on this subject, the
writer finds that
the majority of the earlier investigators
explored but the
four major meridians while others explored
eight. Sit* a
(3)
single exceotion1 , there Is no available reference in the
literature where an investigator explored more than eight
meridians. Nevertheless, the writer believes that, if on
is to ©lot the color and form rones accurately, as many
meridians as possible should be exolored.
1. selligman and Beardsley; summarized i»
f°r
Fields", Ferree, Rand and Konroe, Am. J.
Ophxh.
,
1926, 101.
(*0
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL REVIEW
Tbe examination of the peripheral retina is an old nrob-
lem that began over a century ago. The first published ac-
count of such an examination appeared in a paper written by
Thomas Young which was read befoTe the Royal Society of Eng-
land in 1800. In this paper Young states the following:
1
"The visual axis being fixed in any direction, I can at the
same time see a luminous object placed laterally at a con-
siderable distance from it; but in various directions the
angle is very different. Upwards it extends to 50
degrees,
inwards to 60, downwards to 70, and outwards to 90
degrees.
These internal limits of the field of view nearly
correspond
with the external limit formed by the different parts
of the
face, when the eye is directed forwards and slightly
down-
wards, which is its most natural position.
...The whole ex-
tent of perfect vision is little more than 10
degrees; or
more strictly speaking, the imperfection begins
within a
degree or two of the visual axis, and at a
distance of 5 or
6 degrees becomes nearly stationary, until,
at a still greater
distance, vision is wholly extinguished. The
imp-rfection is
partly owing to the unavoidable aberration
of oblique rays,
i fi-wH t <v "Color sensitivity of the Peripheral
Retina",
l
' !arnegii*lSslitu?iSn of VashingU, 1905, P- 7-
(5)
but principally to the insensibility of the retina. ...The
motion of the eye has a range of about 55 degrees in every
direction; so that the field of perfect vision, in succession,
is by this motion extended to 110 degrees."
With this as a beginning, the work done on the investi-
gation of the peripheral retina took two main courses. One
had to do with the color sensitivity of the peripheral
retina
and the other with the form sensitivity of the
peripheral ret-
ina. The work on the former preceded that done
on the latter.
In fact, it has been but recently that much
work has been done
on the examination of the form sensitivity of
the peripheral
retina. The advent of gestalt psychology
probably has added
more impetus in this direction than any other
factor. Founded
by Kax wertheimer in 1912 and expounded
chiefly by Kohler and
Koffka, this new psychology has literally
spread like wildfire
in the United States. Its influence has
been felt by all
branches of psychology and experimental
psychology has not es-
caped its flame.
A. Studies Made in Regard to the
Color
Sensitivity of the Peripheral Retina.
in 1S04 Troxler,
1 while performing an experiment to prove
that the blind soot is not wholly
insensitive to light, acci-
dentally discovered that the peripheral
retina adapts itself
,ith relative rapidity to blue. Simil
ar experiments with papers
1. Ibid . , p. 7»
(6)
of various colors showed that certain tones disarmear more
rapidly in indirect vision than do others.
Purkinje in 1S25, "was the first to observe that sensi-
tivity to light has a wider retinal extension than
sensitiv-
ity to color, that different colors have rones of
different
extension, and that colored objects appear in different tones
at different carts of the retina. He also discovered
the
significance of retinal adaptation in color vision;
for in
the discussion of his experiments he recommends
that the eye
be closed for a time after each exposure.
-
1
In IS65 Hubert 2 made a very thorough
study of the visual
fields of colors. Using a perimeter, as the
apparatus, and
different sized colored paper squares mounted
on both white
and black cards, as the stimuli, Aubert
came to the following
conclusions:
1. The extension of the color sensitivity
and the exten-
sion of the brightness sensitivity vary
with the brightness
of the background. On a white
background, red becomes color-
less at 16 degrees while on a black
background red becomes
colorless at 3 degrees. Beyond the
limits of the color zones,
all colors look white on a black
background and black on a
white background.
(7)
2. The area of a color zone increases with the area of
the stimulus but not in a direct ratio. The area of the
color
?one increases more slowly than that of the stimulus.
3. The color zones do not extend the same distance
along
each meridian. Rather, they extend the farthest
on the nasal
side of the retina.
k. Red passes through reddish-yellow and
yellowish gray
to gray; green becomes yellowish, while
yellow and blue under-
go no change of tone, decrease in saturation,
and finally
appear gray*
5. There is but little difference
between the extensions
of the various color zones.
1
in 1*71, Landolt^, U8ing a modified
Foerster perimeter,
and colored papers as stimuli, obtained
a much wider area of
color sensitivity than any of his
predecessors. His .ones,
in decreasing order, were: clue
and yellow, orange, red,
yellow-green, blue-green, and violet.
He also states that with
a sufficiently bright stimulus all
color zones are coextensive
at the periphery.
^
____
i. with stimuli mounted upon •^^^^^ aref^
extension of the color zones, in dec
asxng ^
blue, red, yellow and green.
-ith sti«u ^
a white background and arrived at the fol low-
red. Hubert averaged the two .
*
^e_ no , and red
ing results: blue, 3^°. v^°* 3L_. gove conclusion.
27°. From these results he drew
tne a ovr
?. Ibid, p. l6-17«
(g)
About IfMSl, Bull
1 performed an experiment which shed
much light on the much disputed problem. He believed that
the final solution would never be reached unless two factors
were taken into consideration. The first was that the inves-
tigator must use stimuli whose colors do not change in tone
in peripheral vision. In his own experiment, Bull claims
that he has controlled both of these factors. His four "phys-
iologically pure" colors were a purolish red, a bluish green,
a yellow and a blue. His results indicate that blue and yel-
low are seen farther out on all meridians than red and green;
that each oair are oractically coextensive; and that color
sensitivity extends farther uo than down.
Hess,
2
in c. 1889, oerformed an experiment that was both
^ continuation and a refinement of that oerformed by Bull.
By means of spectral light, Hess determined the wavelengths
of the stable colors, that is, those colors which experience
no change of tone in passing across the retina. He found the
stable blue to be 471 mm. , 3 yellow 57^ S». , and green ^ mm.
No spectral red was stable and so he mixed red and violet
in
sufficient proportions until the desired tone was obtained.
With stable stimuli, whose white-values and color-values
ore-
1. Ibid.
.
p. 22-23.
2. Ibid., p. 27-28.
I, mm. is used here to mean milli microns.
(9)
viously had been equalized, Hess proceeded to determine the
limits of retinal sensitivity. He found that the retinal lim-
its of red and green coincided and that those of yellow and
blue also coincided. He found a considerable wider extension
of the yellow-blue zone than of the red-green zone. He also
found that an increased saturation of stimulus gave an increased
extension of zonal limits; he further demonstrated that the
zonal limits are widened by an increase in the area of the
color stimulus.
In 1905, Baird investigated the peripheral Tetina and
came to the conclusion that the color zones are variable de-
pending uoon the "momentary condition of retinal adaptation,
the brightness and saturation of the stimuli employed, the
character of the background, the condition of ootic refrac-
tion, and the magnitude of visual angle of stimulus." Using
a Hellpach perimeter where the stimulus was a light coming
from a lantern after passing through colored gelatine, he found
in five subjects with dark adapted eyes that the fields for
blue and yellow are coextensive and larger than the fields
for
red and green which are also coextensive.
In 1920, Ferree and Rand
2 found that the periphery of the
retina is deficient in sensitivity but not blind to blue, red,
1. Ibid.
2. Kleitman and Blier - -Color and Form ^• gmJgRtion1*S Periph
'
ery of Retina", Amer. J. Phys. , 1928, V. &5-&» P* 79.
(10)
and yellow, and that with stimuli of sufficient intensity the
limits of these colors coincide with the limits of light vision.
The peripheral blindness for green, however, was absolute.
In 1926, Peter1 found that the fields for red and green
are not coextensive and that the field for red is larger than
that for green.
o
In 19?8, Kleitman and Blier found that the visual fields,
determined simultaneously for six colors in three subjects,
in decreasing order in extension are as follows: blue, red,
white, yellow, green-gray. These investigators also discov-
ered that a central or cerebral element affects the extent of
the visual field. That is, the fields for blue, red, white,
and yellow are larger when the number of colors to be discrim-
inated is smaller. They also found that there is an individ-
ual variation in the extension of the fields of vision for dif-
ferent colors.
Summary . There is some agreement in the results of the
various investigators. All agree that the region near the
fovea of the retina is the keenest in regard to color sensi-
tivity. Furthermore, all agree that the acuteness diminishes
from the fovea outward. There is a tendency among the more
recent investigators to believe that the extreme fringe of
the
retina is not totally color-blind. Rather, the
more recent
1. Ibid., o. 179.
?. Ibid. , P. 189-190.
(11)
belief is that the retinal extremity is but relatively weak
and that, with a sufficiently strong stimulus, it can produce
the same sensations ss the central and paracentral regions.
In addition, three investigators (Bull, Hess and Baird) agree
that the color zones of a certain red and a certain grea-i are
coextensive and that those of a certain yellow and a certain
blue are also coextensive; the latter Pair of zones are much
wider than the former pair. On the other hand, Peter, and
Kleitman and Blier agree that the red color zone is larger
than the green color zone.
It is evident from the literature on the subject that a
color zone of the retina is a variable. If the data obtained
by the different investigators are examined from the point of
view of the apparatus used and the conditions under which the
experiments were conducted, it is possible to isolate the fac-
tors which apparently are the cause of this variability.
The
writer has attempted such an isolation and has come to
the
conclusion that a color zone is a variable depending on
the
following factors: (1) size of stimulus, (?) intensity
of
stimulus, (3) saturation of stimulus, (4)
character of the
background, (5) retinal adaptation, (6) lighting
conditions,
(7) condition of optic refraction, and (8)
a cerebral element.
(12)
B. Studies Made in Regard to the Form
sensitivity of the Peripheral Retina.
In a comparative study of direct and indirect vision
Huech, 1 c. 1840, took actual measurements in determining how
far from the fixation point and with what size various ob-
jects might be distinguished.
Helmholt?, c. IS67, states "that in indirect vision a
straight line is not always, apparently, the shortest dis-
tance between two points. 1,2 He also shows that on the periph-
ery of the visual field objects appear larger and are elon-
gated or compressed with the major axis at right angles with
the line of sight.
Fick,^ c. 1898, found that visual acuity falls off very
rapidly at first, slowly afterwards, from the fovea outward
in both directions on the horizontal meridian. Discrimination
in the periphery was better along the temporal meridian of the
visual field than along the nasal one. This work was limited
in that only the horizontal meridians, the temporal and
nasal,
were studied and then with only one subject.
1. R. II. Collier - "Form Perception in Indirect
Vision", J.
of Comp. Psych., Feb. 1931, V. XI, P. 281.
2. Ibid ., p. 2&1.
3 . Kleitman & Blier - -Color and
Form Discrimination in Per-
iphery of Retina", Amer. J. Phys., 1928, V. 85-86, P-
1S>
(13)
GeissleT,* c_» 1Q?6, made a study of "form perception in
indirect vision." A modified ^puPs self-recording perimeter
was used as apparatus and five white forms, i.e., a square,
triangle, diamond, sector, and ciTcle, which were mounted on
black cardboard and whose areas were about 80 square milli-
meters each, were used as stimuli. The experiment was carried
out in a dark room where the only source of light was a frosted
electric light which was fastened above the observer's head.
The right eyes of four observers were tested along eight mer-
idians. The results of this experiment showed "a gradual but
not uniform increase in per cent of wrong judgments towards
the periphery, with few inversions. Of the five forms used
the circle was judged correctly more often, and the sector
less often, than any other figure. The latter was frequently
mistaken for the triangle, although the triangle was also al-
most equally often confused with the square and the diamond.
The fewest errors occurred in the horizontal diameter, the
largest number in the vertical."
Kleitman and Blier,
2
c. 1*28, found that the fields of
vision for form as determined by discrimination of
geometri-
cal figures are practically identical for figures
of the same
size. They found that visual acuity, both for
color and form
,
1. Geissler, L. R» - "Form Perception in
indirect Vision,"
Psych. Bui., 1926, V. o. 135- 13b.
2. Kleitman and Blier - -Color ^/^g-^^^^fl^O.
iphery of Retina, rt Amer. J. Phys., iw^s,
v. ,
(!*)
falls off from the fovea outward, but at an unequal rate in
different directions. They also discovered that the manner
in which the visual acuity decreases is the same along all
meridians explored and would seem to be a personal charac-
teristic (based on only two subjects). In addition, they
state that the ability to distinguish form in the periphery
of the retina improves with practice.
In 1929, Zigler, Cook, Miller and ivemple
1 found that
there were four different fields of apprehension in the visual
field in the four major quarters. In the outermost one (fig-
ure-less field) the background only is perceived; there is no
figure. In the adjacent field (formless figure) an unorgan-
ized mass of marks is vaguely seen, and the principal dimen-
sions of the figure may be reported. In the next zone (form-
like figure) there is a figure formatl on which suggests sev-
eral names in succession, and this figure may manifest differ-
ent modes of aooearance to corresoond with the successive
arousal of names tentatively accented. Mutilated figures
and
alterations of details are not perceived in this region.
In
the innermost region (clear figure) the details of the
figure
are accurately perceived.
They also discovered that the four regions are
most ex-
tensive in the temooral and least so in the
superior quarter;
1. Zigler, Cook, Miller and temple ^he Perception of
Peripheral Vision", Amer. J. Fsych. , 1930, V. %8,
p.
(15)
that the sones for all figures are roughly coextensive; that
individual differences appear in the extension of the various
fields; that a figure first appears formed but not familiar,
then the general class name is suggested, then the specific
name (or names) appears, and finally the figure is positively
identified and recognized.
Oollier, in 1931, performed an experiment on "form per-
ception in indirect vision. " The forms that were used were
the circle, parallelogram, square, isoseles triangle, equi-
lateral triangle, hexagon and octagon. In order to determine
the superiority of a form on the periphery of the visual field,
Oollier states that any form may be rated by the following
criteria: "(1) How well does it retain its identity from the
other forms? (2) flhat is its range based on a standard which
may be equally applied to all the forms? (3) »*at is the
length of time required for recognition? (4) Are the observ-
2
ers consistently more certain of this form?"
Using these four criteria, Collier concludes that the
triangular configuration is superior in indirect vision.
He
also concludes that "according to the extent of the
field in
which the figures may be correctly identified, the
forms may
be range* in order from least to greatest as
follows: Octogon,
U Oollier, R. -Form Perception in Indirect Vision-',
J. Como. Psych., Feb. 1931, U, » 2*1-290.
2. Ibid
. , p. 9*6*
(!(>)
Hexagon, Circle, Parallelogram, Square, Isosceles Triangle,
Equilateral Triangle;"
1
that the upoer vertical meridian is
the least efficient (judged by the percentage of right re-
sponses); that the degree of uncertainty increases with the
tine taken for identification.
1. Ibid . . P. 289.
(17)
CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The observers were H. N. Glick (I), A. H. Holway (II),
and the writer (III). Hereafter they shall be referred to
by the numerals appearing after their names. Yihen observer
number III introspected, the apparatus was operated by ob-
server number II. All the observers possessed normal color
vision. Observers numbers II and III were emmetropes, while
observer number I, being afflicted with mixed astigmia, was
an ametrope. While introspecting, observer number I did not
wear his glasses.
A. Changes of Color Tone in Peripheral Vision.
Apparatus . The experiment was carried out in a chamber
where the light was constant. This chamber was three feet
square with walls of black cloth and ceiling of smooth white
cardboard. It was lighted by two forty-watt daylight bulbs
which were situated at the two corners in the rear of and above
the head of the observer. Each bulb was fitted with
a shade
which reflected the light to the ceiling, which in turn
re-
flected the light downward to the perimeter.
The apparatus employed was a Schweigger's
perimeter. It
consisted of two iron posts, one being an upright
and the other
a curved offset, mounted on an iron stand. At
the upper end
(12)
of the curved offset, a semicircular iron band, which was
graduated in degrees, was attached at its center by means of
an axis fitted into a bearing. This device enabled the iron
band to turn freely through 36Q degrees, its complete revo-
lution thus describing a hemisphere about a horizontal axis.
At the upper end of the upright a brass eye-rest was attached.
This eye-rest was located at the center of the described hem-
isphere whose radius in this perimeter is 15.5 cm. At the axis
of the iron band there was a small white dot on which the eye
could be focused.
The stimuli employed consisted of colored paper forms
mounted on black cardboard. The forms used were: circle,
triangle, capital letter "T", Arabic number "7% rabbit, star,
and circle with a segment cut out of it. The main dimensions
of each form were 15 mm. The colors employed were a red,
green, yellow, and blue.
method . In these experiments eight meridians were ex-
plored, namely, horizontal nasal, horizontal temporal,
upper
vertical, lower vertical, upper nasal, lower nasal,
upper tem-
poral, and lower temporal.
1 The observer sat on the west side
of the chamber and the operator on the east
side. The right
eye of the observer was blindfolded and the
left eye was brought
don
(19)
to rest on the eye-rest. The observer focused his left eye on
the white dot on the perimeter.
1 The operator placed one of
the stimuli in a holder and presented it at the outermost
©oint on the ©eriphery. He was careful, at all times before
and after the presentation, to conceal the stimuli from the ob-
server. After the stimulus color had been exposed for a ©er-
iod of approximately three seconds, the observer's report
was
taken and recorded in a table.
2 The stimulus was moved in ten
degrees nearer the fovea for the next sitting. This
process
was repeated until the stimulus had been moved into
the fovea.
However, if some noticeable change in color took
©lace in a
ten-degree interval, then the stimulus was moved
slowly over
this space until the exact ©oint of the change
was determined.
Since there were seven forms and since each
meridian was ex-
plored three times, the total number of
trials on any merid-
ian for any color was twenty-one.
Result,, The results of this part of
the problem are
stated in the eight tables which follow,
one table for each
ex©lored meridian. Table 1 gives the
results obtained in the
exploration of the horizontal nasal
meridian of the retina;
as the stimuli were being ©resented.
2. a sample of this table is found
in the appendix.
(20)
Table 2, the horizontal temporal meridian; Table 3, the uooer
vertical meridian; Table b, the lower vertical meridian;
Table 5, the upoer nasal meridian; Table 6, the upper temporal
meridian; Table 7, the lower naaal meridian; and Table 8, the
lower temporal meridian.
The results, as found in the tables, have been arranged
according to stimuli. The uooer section of each table con-
tains the sensations reported by each observer (I, II and III)
as the red stimulus was moved from the outer extremity
of the
periphery to the paracentral region. The sensations, as they
are recorded, have been abbreviated thusly: Br.
for brown,
Or. for orange, R. for red, Bl. for blue, Y.
for yellow and
Gr. for green. In cases where composite colors
were reported,
the weaker of the two was recorded first;
e.g., Bl.-gray means
a bluish-gray with the gray oredominating.
The numbers appear-
ing before the sensations indicate the
degree of eccentricity
(in degrees) at which the color was reported.
8u—ty of Results . Under the conditions of this exper-
iment, the results show that all colors
appear colorless at
the outer limits of the oeriohery of
the retina. They also
indicate that the first mode of appearance
of a color depends
upon the amount of gray in that
color.
(21)
Table 1.
horizontal flasal Meridian of the Ret ina,
Color
of
Stimulus
Red
Green
Yellow
Blue
Numeral
of
Observer
.
Degree of Eccentricity of
and
Color Reported by Observer
Stimulus
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
85-80 Gray ,75-60 Y. -Or., 55-5 R.
90-80 Gray ,75 Y. ,70-60 Or. ,45-5 R.
90-85 Gray, 80-60 Or., 55-5 R.
85-80 Gray ,75-60 Y.,55-5 Gr.
90-85 Gray ,80-55 Y.,50-5 Gr.
90-80 Light Gray ,75-60 Y.,55-5 Gr.
85-80 Gray ,75-5 Y.
90-85 Light Gray ,80-79 Wh,,55-5 Y.
90 Light Gray,85-5 Y.
85 Gray, 80-5 Bl.
90-80 Gray ,75 Bl. -Gray ,70-5
Bl,
90 Bl. -Gray, 88-5 Bl.
itfyT^iio^t^^-ow^ k r • -j??.
Or .-green 5 Bl-blue;
Wh.-white
(22)
Table 2.
He***!zcmt.nl Tflraw>i»al Lferldlan nf i.Y>e>. Wfttlwa.
of
Stimulus
.
jjjunier ax
of
Observer
.
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
Color Reported by Observer.
Red
I
II
T T T111
60-50 Gray ,45-40 Y.,35-3000r.,25-5 R.
60-55 Gray ,50-45 Y. ,40-35 Or.,30-5 R
.
60 Grey ,50-45 Y.,30 Or.,25-5 R.
Green
I
II
III
60-55 Grey, 50-30 Y.,25-5 Gr.
60-50 Light Grey ,45-35 Y.,30-5 Gr.
60-55 Gray, 50-30 Y.,25-5 Gr.
Yellow
I
II
III
60-50 Light Gray ,45-5 Y.
60-55 Light Grey ,50-5 Y.
60-50 Grey ,45-5 Y.
Blue
I
II
III
60-50GGray,45-5 Si.
60-55 Grey,50-5 Bl.
60-55 Gray ,50-5 Bl.
1
1
N .B. Y. -yellow; Or.-orange; R.-red; Gr.-green; Bl.-blue.
(23)
Table 3.
u pper VertiCw 1 Meridian of the Retina.
Color
of
Stimulus
.
Numeral
.
of
Observer
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
Color Reported by Observer.
Red
I
II
III
60-45 Br.,40-30 Or. ,25-5 R.
60 Gray ,55-35 Or., 30-5 R.
60-30 Or.,25-5 R.
Green
I
II
III
60 Gray ,55 31.,50-30 Y.,25-5 Gr.
60 Gray,55-35 Y.,30-5 Gr.
60 Cray,50-30 Y.,25-5 Gr.
Yellow
I
II
III
60 Gray, 55 -5 Y.
60 Light Gray,55 -5 Y.
60 Light Gray, 55-5 Y.
Blue
I
II
III
60 Gray,55-5 Bl.
60 Bl. -Gray ,55-5 Bl.
60-5 Bl.
it
N.B. 1Jr. -brown; Or. -orange; n.-rod
31.
-blue; Y. -yellow; Gr. -green.
(24)
Table 4.
Color
of
Stimulus
.
Numeral
of
Observer
.
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
Color Reported by Observer.
I 40 Bp. -Grey, 35-30 Br. -Or. ,25-5 K.
Red II 45 Cray ,40-25 Or. ,20-5 R.
!
III 40 Gray, 35-30 Or.,25-5 R.
1 40 .Light Gray, 35-30 Y.,225-5 Gr.
Green II 45 Gray ,40-25 Y.,20-5 Cr.
j
III 40 Gray ,40-25 Y.,20-5 Gr.
-
I 40 Light Gray, 35 ..nitish,30-5 Y.
Yellow II 45 Light Gray,35-5 Y.
III 40 Light Gray, 35 -5 Y.
I 40-35 Gray,30-5 SOU
Blue 45 Cray, 35-5 Bl.
i
i
|
jr
III 40 Gray ,35-5 Bl.
i^.b. y. -yellow; Or. -orange; R.-red; Gr. -green; Bl.-blue.
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Table 5.
Upper Nasul 4erlfllan of the Retina
Color
of
Stimulus
.
Numeral
of
Observer
.
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
Color Reported by Observer.
I 70 Gray ,60-40 Or.,35-5 R.
Red II 80-75 Gray ,70-50 Or.,45-5 R.
III 90-80 fri»av .75-50 Or. .55-5 R.
I 70-65 Gray ,60-40 Y.,35-5 Gr.
Green II 80-70 Light Gray ,65-50 Y.,45-5 Gr.
III 90-80 Light Gray,75-55 Y.,50-5 Gr.
I 70 Gray ,69-5 Y.
Yellow II 80-60 Light Gray,55-5 Y.
III 90-80 Light Gray,75-5 Y.
1
_
I 70-5 Bl.
Blue II 80 Gray ,75 Bl. -Gray ,60-5 Bl.
III 90 Gray,85-5 BX«
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Table 6.
. kJ
Color
of
Stimulus
.
Numeral
of
Observer
.
x uriuiuu ui _«j nil*.;
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
end
Color Reported by Observer.
1 50 Gray ,40-30 Or.,25-5 R.
Red II 50 Gray ,45-40 Y.- Gray ,35 Or. ,25-5 R.
III 55-45 Gray ,40-30 Y. -Or. ,25-5 R.
1 c>u—4»o bn*y ,*tu—ou i . ,*.v> —o ur.
Green II 50-40 Gray,35-40 Y. -Cray ,25-5 Or.
i
fit 55-50 Gray ,45-30 Gray -Y.,25-5 Gr.
I du uray ,^o—o x
.
Yellow II 50-4o Light uray,oo-« i»
III 55-50 Light Gray ,45-5 Y.
I 50 Gray ,45-5 Bl.
blue 50 Bl.-Gray ,45-5 Bl.
1
i
|
III 55 Gray ,50-5 Bl.
H.3. Y. -yellow; Or. -orange; R.-red; Gr.
-green; Bl.-bluc.
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Table 7.
Lovror :.asa]L eridian of the Retina.
Color
of
Stimulus
.
Numpr al
of
Observer
.
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
CUIU.
Color Reported by Observer.
I 50 Gray ,45-30 Or. -Y.,25-5 R.
Red II 50 Gray ,45-30 Or.,25-5 R.
III 50 Gray ,40 Grey -Or
.
,30-5 R.
I 50-45 Gray ,40-30 Y.,25-5 Cr.
Green II 50-40 Light Gray, 35-30 Y.,25-5 Cr.
III 50-40 Gray, 35 Y.,30-5 Or.
I 50 Light Gray ,40-5 Y.
Yellow II 50 Light Gray ,40-5 Y.
III 50 Light Gray ,40-5 Y.
I 50 Gray ,45-5 &«
Blue II 50-45 Gray ,40-5 iil.
III 50 Gray ,45 -5 fil.
ii
II. B. Y. -yellow; Or. -orange; R.-red; Gr. -green; Bl.-blue.
(28)
Table 8.
Color
of
Stimulus
nwir Temporal ..'.eritlitm of the Retiiu-.
Red
Numeral
of
Observer
.
I
II
III
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
Color Reported by Observer.
45 Gray ,40 Y. ,35-30 Or.,25-5 R.
60-50 Gray ,45-40 Or.,35-5 R.
50 Gray ,45 Y.-Or. ,40-350r. ,30-5 H.
Green
Yellow
Blue
I
II
III
I
II
III
45 Gray ,40-30 Y.,25-5 Gr.
60-50 Light Gray ,45 Y.-Gr.,30-5 Gr.
50-40 Light Gray ,35 Y.-Gr.,25-5 Gr.
45 Light Gray ,40-5 Y.
60-50 Light Gray ,45-5 Y.
50-45 Light Gray ,40-5 Y.
Ill
45 Gray ,40-5 Bl.
60-55 Gray,50 Bl. -Gray ,45-5 Bl.
50 Gray ,45-5 Bl.
13. B. Y. -yellow; Or.HM*»f *****
C^-gr-oen; Bl.-blue,
(29)
srhen the stimuli were brought in far enough to appear
colored, the changes in color ton*? were as follows:
1. Green first appeared a yellow, then greenish, and
finally green.
2. Red first appeared yellowish orange (with a single ex-
ception), then orange and finally red.
3. Yellow first appeared yellowish and then increased in
saturation.
Blue fiTSt appeared bluish and then increased in sat-
uration.
5. Blue first appeared bluish and then increased in satu-
ration.
rjscussion of Results . The results of the investigation
of the changes in color in indirect vision agree
with the tes-
timony of previous investigators, with the following
exceptions.
Woinow1 and Klug
2
contend that yellow appears green in indirect
vision. The results of this investigation do
not confirm such
a contention. Helloach
3 maintains that there is an absence of
the sensation of yellow upon the periphery.
Here again the re-
sults of this experiment do not substantiate
such a statement.
1. Baird, J. W., "Color Sensitivity of
the Peripheral Retina,"
1905, p. 1^.
2. Ibid . , p. ?0«
3. Ibid . , p. 32.
(30)
Interpretation of Results . The fact that all colors,
under normal conditions of luminosity, appear colorless at
the outer limits of the periphery of the retina can be ex-
plained adequately by either the Hering theory or the Ladd-
Franklin theory. The Hering theory conceives the retinal
surface to contain three pairs of ohotochemical substances;
a white-black, a blue-yellow, and a green-red. These pairs
of ohotochemical substances are unevenly distributed over the
whole retina in a rather uniform way. There is very little
distribution of red-green and yellow-blue substances over the
extreme peripheral regions of the retina, conseauently, under
normal conditions of luminosity, because of the preponderance
of the white-black substance over both the blue-yellow and
red-green substances, only shades of gray are perceived in the
extreme peripheral regions. The Ladd-Franklin theory would
attempt an exolanation of the fact that all colors, under
normal conditions of luminosity appear colorless in
the ex-
treme peripheral region of the retina by assuming
that this
region is still in its primitive form. This would
mean that
the outermost portion of the peripheral retina
contains only
the rods. These rods are capable of arousing
only the achro-
matic sensations. This approximates the
conditions as they
are in the periphery of the retina. Oajal
1 has proved that
1. Ladd-Franklin, -Colour and Colour Theories", 1929,
P- ^
(3D
the extreme periphery of the retina contains rods almost ex-
clusively with the exception of a few stray cones, the cones
being capable of arousing chromatic sensations only.
The changes of color in peripheral vision can be inter-
preted in the light of either the Hering theory, Ladd-Frank-
lin theory, or a modified form of the Helmholt* theory. The
Helmholtz theory assumes that in direct vision a stimulus af-
fects all three forms of visual substance but in an unequal
degree. Thus a red light stimulates the red-sensing substance
most intensively, the green sensing substance less intensively,
and the blue sensing substance least intensively. The curve
which represents the intensity of the excitation of this red-
sensing substance would have its peak in the red and would
slope off gradually toward the blue. However, in indirect
vision Fick
1 believes that the intensity of excitation of a
color-sensing substance is different than in direct vision.
He believes that the curves tend to flatten out
and the results
are straight lines. This would mean that all three
color-
sensing substances are excited equally by all
stimuli. Thus
the changes in color in peripheral vision
can be explained by
assuming that any colored stimuli excites the
three visual sub-
stances with equal intensity.
The Hering theory, in explaining these
changes of color
1. Baird, "Color Sensitivity of the
Peripheral Retina-. 1905.
p. 39.
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in indirect vision, assumes that each pair of photochemical
substances has a different distribution over the retina. The
distribution is such that the white-black substance is found
over all parts of the retina in oractically equal quantities.
The yellow-blue substance is concentrated about the central
and paracentral vision and decreases in quantity as it ap-
proaches the periphery. The same is true of the green-red
substance. It, however, decreases more rapidly as it ap-
proaches the periphery than does the blue-yellow substance.
The changes in color in indirect vision are because of the
greater amount of blue-yellow substance.
The Ladd-Franklin theory would explain these changes in
color by assuming that the peripheral part of the retina is
still in both the first and second stages of its development.
Any change in color would be a regression to its more primi-
tive form. The xirimitive stage of the retina originally con-
tained rods only. But it has progressed enough so that the
normal primitive stage of the retina now contains a few cones.
The second stage contains cones which can differentiate be-
tween yellow and blue waves. The third stage can differenti-
ate between yellow and blue, and also between red and
green.
Conclusions. On the basis of this experiment, one may
conceive the retinal surface to contain three photochemical
substances. At the outer limits of the periphery
there is a
(33)
gray producing substance. Next there is a substance which dif-
ferentiates between yellow and blue. Finally, there ia a sub-
stance in the central and paracentral region that differenti-
ates between blue, yellow, red and green.
B. The Relative Extension of the Color Zones.
Apparatus » The apparatus used in these experiments was
the same as that used in the two preceding experiments, and
the experiment was carried out under the same conditions
(p. 17 ff. ). The colored paper used in making the colored
forms was obtained from the Stoelting Company and was presum-
1 2
ably equated for both brilliance and saturation. Later, after
a thorough investigation of the literature and after consid-
erable data had been collected, it was discovered that the
colors were not equated for brilliance and saturation. Immed-
iate steps were taken to remedy this situation. Samples
of the
colored paper were sent to the Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C. to be analyzed. It was the writer's belief
that this
variable factor, that is, equated stimuli for brilliance
and
i rv brilliance is meant "that attribute of any color in
re-
1?
Ileal If "it may be classed as equivalent to some mem-
ber of a series of grays ranging^ee?Q^* a?d fite *
Report of Committee on Colorimetry for
T
£ 6
Troland, Chairman, J.O.S.A. and R.S.I. , Aug., 1922,
o, *><l
2. By saturation is meant "that attribute
of all colors Pos-
sessing a hue, which determines their degree
of difference
from a gray of the same brilliance.' Ibid.
saturation, which was thought to have been taken care of pre-
viously, could now be best accounted for by definitely spec-
ifying the attributes of the colored stimuli.
The analysis obtained by the Bureau of Standards def-
initely provided such a specification. The following aTe their
, 4 1results
:
SAMPLE HUE VALUE CHROMA
Red 7 R 3.5 15
Yellow 9 Y S.O 9
Green 10 G 6.0 6
Blue 6 PB ^.5 12
Method . In these experiments the stimuli were presented
in the same manner as in the two preceding experiments. How-
ever, after the first trial, the approximate limits of the
color zones were known and in the second and third trials it
was not necessary to begin at the periphery. The procedure
in the second and third trials consisted of presenting the
stimuli approximately at the outer limits of the color zones
and then moving the stimuli slowly inward until the
exact
points, at which the corresponding colors appeared,
were de-
termined. Each stimulus was presented three ti
mes. Since
the committee on Oolorimetry.
(35)
there were seven forms, the total number of trials for each
color was twenty-one. The relative extent of etch color zone
was taken as the average of these twenty -one trials.
Results . The same eight half-meridians were explored in
these experiments as in the two preceding experiments. They
were, namely, the horizontal temporal meridian, of the retina,
the horizontal nasal, the upper vertical, the lower vertical,
the upper temporal, the lower temporal, the upper nasal, and
the lower nasal. The results are contained in table 9a. The
upper section of table 9a contains the outer limits of the
color zones along the horizontal temporal meridian of the
retina for observers numbers I, II and III. The next section
is along the horizontal nasal meridian and the next along the
upper vertical meridian, etc.
Summary of Results. The results of this experiment show
definitely that the horizontal nasal meridian of the retina
Is most sensitive to color and that the upper vertical merid-
ian of the retina is least sensitive to color. If the merid-
ians of the retina were arranged in decreasing order accord-
ing to the relative extension of the color zones, the results
of this experiment indicate that they would be as follows:
horizontal nasal, upper nasal, upper vertical, horizontal tern-
poral, upper temporal, 1 ver temporal, lower nasal, and
lower
vertical. The results show that the green and red zones
are
practically coextensive and smaller than the blue and
yellow
Meridian
Hor. Temporal
Hor. Nasal
Upper Vertical
Lower Vertical
Upper Nasal
Lower Nasal
Upper Temporal
Lower Temporal
Table 9a.
Obser- Degree of
ver Red Green
I 207 23.6
II 27 25.5
III 23 <d4
I 53,3 53
II 43 44
III 53 50
I 26 25
II 304 29.5
III
I 22.5 20.4
II 18,3 17
III O AO
I 33 31
II 42 40
III 51 46
I 23J3 21.5
II 20 22
III 32 26
I 2LS 22
II 23J5 24
III 24 22.6
I 23 25.4
II 302 26
III 29 22 .6
Eccentricity
Yellow Blue
40 AT A43.4
46 48.3
44 50
72 .3 76
65 67
82 87
tr r\ IT50 .7 52
51 53
54.3 57
d 1 OR. 1
31.5 33
30 32
69 70
53 55
76 84.5
37.2 40.3
35 35
40 43
42.5 42.5
33 41
42 47
36 39.2
40.1 41.5
36.5 42
1. Meridians of the retina
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zones, also oractically coextensive. They also show that there
are individual differences in zonal extensions.
Discussion of Results . The investigation of the relative
extent of the color 7 ones has yielded results which are in
harmony with those obtained by such investigators as Baird,
1
Bull,
2
and Hess,-* in that all find the zones for blue and yellow
coextensive and larger than those for green and red which are
also coextensive. Peter found that the red zone is larger
than that of green. Kleitman and Blier^ conclude that the red
7one is larger thsn those of both yellow and green. The re-
sults of this experiment do not substantiate the findings of
the last three investigators. The fact that all investigators
found the horizontal nasal meridian of the retina the most sen-
sitive to color is confirmed by the results of this investiga-
tion. The fact that the lower vertical meridian of the retina
was oroved by the reoprts of all three observers to be
the
least sensitive to color has been stated by other
investigators.
1. Baird, "Color Sensitivity of the Peripheral
Retina", 1905.
2. Ibid., P. 22-23.
3- Ibid . , p. 27- 28.
k. Kleitman and Blier, "Color and ^rm
Discrimination in Per-
iphery of Retina", Amer. J. Phys., 1928, V. st>-»°» P» W
5. Ibid.
(37)
Interpretation of Results * Any attempt on the part of
the writer to explain color vision an<i its accompanying phe-
nomena would, in all probability, lead into many difficulties.
The writer only hopes to mention the possibilities of an in-
terpretation of the data in the light of the prevailing theories.
The first possibility of an interpretation in physiolog-
ical terms would be one in which the whole retinal surface is
to be conceived as uniform* Any peculiarities in color-tone
are explained by the physical structure of the eye and the
spatial arrangement of its parts. The peripheral part of the
retinal surface contains the same color sensing substance as
the central region. However, owing to defective refraction of
oblique rays of light and owing to the fact that the plane of
the pupil is not perpendicular to the path of the incident light,
it does not receive so bright and so exact an image as the cen-
tral region does. In other words, what little light does strike
the peripheral retina is imperfectly focused and consequently
constitutes a weaker physiological stimulus.
The second possibility would be to conceive of the retina
as not being uniform. The peripheral retina in this case would
not be constituted of the same chemical substance as the cen-
tral region. Any transition in color tone would thus be ex-
plained by the difference in chemical constitution of the per-
ipheral region and the central region of the retina.
A third possibility would be a combination of the first
(38)
two mentioned. Transitions in color tone would be
explained
here by differences in chemical consitition plus
the fact that
the peripheral region of the retina receives
a weaker physio-
logical stimulus than the central region.
The first mentioned possibility seems inadequate
for ex-
plaining color vision. It assumes essentially
that color vis-
ion depends upon the amount and quality
of the light that strikes
the color sensing substance-in other words,
it defends upon
the strength of the stimulus. On this
assumption, it would be
exacted that the same sensations would be
aroused by setting
the stimulus at a definite ooint on
the periphery of the retina
and then varying the intensity of the
stimulus as would be
aroused by moving a stimulus of constant
intensity across the
retina. The facts of the case
indicate that this is not so.
Consequently, the first possibility
as an explanation of color
vision is eliminated. Since the
third possibility also im-
plies the same explanation, in
part, as the first, it too is
eliminated as a means of interpretation.
This leaves only one
other possibility--*^ the exception
of one which depends up-
on a cerebral element which
is so vague that it seems
hardly
worth mentioning.
The ooint of view wnien aee.u.ee
tnat tne retinal surface
containe an uneven attribution
of chemical enhance seercs,
by tt8 orooese of eii*ination.
to *e tfce one »y«
„.w oan be e.o^ne*. In tne nanoa of Cerent
tbeoriet.
(39)
this point of view has appeared in different forms.
Helmholts assumed that theTe were three photochemioal sub-
stances in the retina. One responded to red, one to
green and
one to blue-violet. The color that was perceived
depended up-
on the amount that each of these substances was
stimulated.
The relative amount that each of these photochemical
substances
was stimulated depended upon the wavelength of the
stimulus.
A long wavelength like that of orange stimulated
the red sub-
stance to a large extent, the green substance
to a small ex-
tent, and the blue-violet to a very small extent.
In the case
of a short wavelength like that of blue, the
blue-violet sub-
stance was decomposed the most, the green
slightly and the
red very slightly. White light, according
to Helmholts de-
composed all the photochemical substances
at the same time.
Hering conceived the retina to contain
three pairs of
pbotochemical substances: a white-black, a
blue-yellow, and
a red-green. The perception of red,
yellow and white was
caused by a decomposition of the
photochemical substances,
while the perception of green, blue and
black depended upon
the building up of the photochemical
substances, according
to Hering, each substance under
all conditions of stimulation
tended to maintain its equilibrium.
Thus every orocess of
decomposition induced a corresponding
building up process.
3y this maintenance of
equilibrium, Hering accounted for
after
images and contrast phenomena.
Ladd-Franklin conceived the visual substance of the eye
to be tbe product of a progressive development* Originally,
that is, in its primitive form, the ohotochemical substance
was decomposed by all sorts of light and the result was that
only shades of gray were perceived. Only the rods contained
this substance. Later, probably with the development of the
rods in the central region into cones, the ohotochemical sub-
stance was affected by long waves in one way and by short waves
in a different way. Long waves now produced yellow and short
waves produced blue. This differentiation occurred only in
the cones. The cones slowly developed outward and eventually
the yellow producing substance in the cones located in the cen-
tral region differentiated further and now were able to be de-
composed by erythrogenic (red-producing) and chlorogenic (green-
producing) rays of light. The normal retina thus contains
photochemical substance in all three stages of development.
Its distribution over the retina is such that the less highly
developed substance increases with the increase of distance
from the center.
Forbes explained color vision by basing it uoon interfer-
ence phenomena in light. These interference effects are seen
in the coloring of insects' wings and scales, in thin films
of oil, and in soap bubbles. He assumed that maxima of "stand-
ing waves" are set up in the cones by the reflection of part
of the light back toward the front of the eye. The color of
the light, that is, the wavelength, determined the position of
these standing waves. Forbes also assumed that there is a mem-
brane across the cone at the point where one of these standing
waves will come. As in the Hering theory, Forbes also assumed
three pairs of photochemical substances located in the cones.
In the red-green cone the membrane will come at the ooint for
the yellow maxima. Red waves will go beyond the membrane and
increase the normal action of the cone. Green waves will go
below the membrane and inhibit its normal action. The
same
phenomena occur in the yellow-blue cone. The membrane is
at
the maxima for the green, yellow increasing and blue
inhibiting
the normal action of the cone.
Conclusions. Under the conditions of this experiment
and
with the results obtained, the central region of
the retina
may be conceived to have an abundance of
sensitive cones which
have developed so that they may differentiate
among red, green,
yellow and blue colors. The region, next to
the central region,
may be conceived to have sensitive cones
less in number, and
these cones have developed only far
enough to differentiate
between blue and yellow colors. The
extreme peripheral region
of the retina is so undeveloped that
it contains very few sen-
sitive cones, and vision here is limited
to rod vision, a con-
dition where only achromatic colors
are discernible.
C. Changes of Form in Peripheral Vision.
Apparatus * The apparatus used in this part of the prob-
lem was exactly the same as that used in the preceding exper-
iraent (p. 1? ff. )• It consisted of a Schweigger's oerimeter
and colored paper forms mounted on black cardboard. The exper-
iment was carried out under exactly the same conditions in a
chamber where the light was held constant. The forms used
were a triangle, circle, Arabic numeral 7, capital letter T,
star, rabbit and circle with segment cut out of it. The tri-
angle was equilateral and each side was 15 mm. The circle
was 15 mm. in diameter. The long vertical part of the
»7"
was 15 mm., the horizontal part was 13 mm. and the
short ver-
tical part was 3 mm. The vertical part of the letter «T« was
13 mm. and the horizontal part was 15 mm- 8ize
of tDe
five pointed star was such that it could be inscribed in
a
circle with a diameter of 16 mm. The length of the
rabbit
from the tip of its nose to the end of its tail
was 16 mm.
The diameter of the circle with a segment cut out
of it was
15 mm. The segment had a central angle of ^5
degrees. Sach
form was duplicated in four colors, namely, red,
green, yellow
and blue*
method . iBaoh form was first Presented at
the outermost
point in the periphery and moved inward in
10-degree inter-
vals. At each interval the observer
described what he per-
ceived. In addition to this, an objective scale was used.
This scale ranged from one to five. One represented the per-
ception of the background only; two, the vague perceotion of
an unorganized mass of marks; three , the perception of a
figure formation which suggested several names in succession;
four , the perception of a figure which could be identified;
and five , the perception of a clear definite figure, the de-
tails of which could be accurately perceived. The observer
first gave an explicit description of his Perception and then
ranked it according to the scale. The ranks were recorded
in a table and the introspective reports were kent on sheets
of paper.
Results . Sight meridians were investigated. The results
of these investigations are recorded in the eight follo*inR
tables. Table 9 contains statements regarding the
changes
that occurred when the stimulus was moved along
the horizon-
tal nasal meridian of the retina from the outer
extremity of
the periphery to the paracentral region. Table lo
was along
the horizontal temporal meridian; table ll,
the upper ver-
tical meridian; table 12, the lower vertical
meridian; table
13, the upper nasal meridian; table 14,
the lower nasal mer-
idian; table 15, the upper temporal meridian;
and table 16.
the lower te-rporal meridian.
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Table 9 Horizon!al Nasal Meridian of the. Rnt.inaForm
of
D b -LulUXUS .
Numeral
of
Dbserver
.
uegree oi Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
Form Reported by Observer.
Circle
I
II
III
w u;, 80(2), 7b (s), 65-§o(4 ),i9-s(sy;
—
1
JO (1), 85 (2),70 (3), 65-80(4), 19-5 (5).
30(1), 80(2), 65 (3), 60-20(4), 19-5(5).
Triangle
I
II
III
^0(1), SO (2), 70(3), 60-20(4), 15-5 (57: 1
30(1), 85 (2), 70 (3),60-20 (4), 15-5 (5).
30(1), 80(2), 65 (3), 55-25 (4),20-5(5).
ii it
I
II
III
90(1), 80(2), 70(3), 60-25 (4), 20-5 (5).
90(1), 85 (2), 70(3), 60-25 (4), 20-5 (5).
90(1), 80(2), 65 (3), 55-25 (4),20-5 (5).
ilyll II
III
90(1), 80 (2), 70 (3), 60-25 (4 ),20-5(5).
90(1), 85 (2), 70 (3), 50-25 (4),20-5 (5).
90(1), 80 (2), 65 (3), 50-25 (4),20-5 (5).
Rabbit
I
II
III
90(1 ), 80 (2 ), 70 (3), 55-25 (4),20-5(5 )
.
90(1), 85 (2),70(3), 50-25 (4),20-5 (5).
90(1), 80(2), 65 (3), 50-25 (4 ) ,20-5(5).
Star
I
II
III
90(1 ), 80(2), 70 (3),60-25 (4),20-5 <b).
90(1), 85(2), 70 (3), 50-25(4),20-6(5).
90(1),80(2), 65 (3), 50-25 (4), 20-5 (5).
Circle with
segment
cue out
I
II
III
90(1), 85(2), 70(3), 55-25 (4), 20-5 (5).
90(1), 85 (2), 70 (3), 50-25 (4),20-5 (5).
90(1), 80(2), 65(3), 50-25(4),20-5(5).
N.B. (l)-perception of ground only.
(2 ) -perception of vague figure.
(3 ) -perception of potential form.
(4 ) -identif ication of form.
(5) -clear identification of form.
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I Q.L.) fLG U. \J HnT»i-7.mrtal Tpirmoral Meridian of the Retina.
Form
of
St irnulus . 1
Numeral
of
ibserver
.
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
J
Form Reported by Observer.
I 60(2 ) ,55 (3 ) ,50-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 J
.
Circle II 60(2 ), 55-40 (3), 35-15 (4 ), 10-5 (5).,
III 60 (2 ) , 55 ( 3 ) , 50-25 (4 ) ,20-5 ( 5 )
I 60 (2 ) , 55 [ O ) , bU--£U ^4 ) , i.Q-0\O ) •
Tti an!?! p II 60 (2), 55 (3),25-20 (4), 15-5 (5).
III 60 (2), 55 (3), 50-25 (4),20-5 (5).
I
en/o\ r:, n ^ > A 0-90(4-1 15-5(5).
M rp tl II 60 (2), 50-30 (3), 25-15 (4), 10-5 (5).
III 60 (2),50 (3), 40-25 (4), 20-5 (5).
I >n/?l c,n(^l 40-20(4 ) .15-5 (5 ) .
II 7II
I
II 60 (2), 50-25 (3), 20-15 (4), 10-5 (5).
III 60 (2), 50 (3),45-25 (4),20-5 (5).
I 1 »50 (3 ) ,40-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 ;
.
II 60 (2 ) ,55.25 ( 3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) , 10-5 (5 ) .
III 60 (2),50 (3),40-25 (4),20-5 (5).
I
Star II 60(2),50-30 (3), 25-15 (4), 10-5 (5).
III 60 (2 ) ,55 ( 3 ) ,50-25 (4 ) ,20-5(5 )
.
0i ml p withW X J. -L '7-1. U1J
segment
cut out
I
II
III
6U (2 ) ,50 ( 3 ) ,40-20 (4 ) , 15-5 (5 ) .
60 (2 ) ,50-25 (3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) , 10-5 (5 )
.
60(2),55-25 (3),40-25 (4), 10-5 (5).
N.B. (2)-perception of vague figure.
(3)-perception of potential form.
(4 )-identif ication of form.
(5)-clear identification of form.
(46)
Tabile 1
5'or in
of
3t imulus
.
Circle
Numeral
o^
Observer
.Upper jZ^JJjcal_JterJLdlaii_ ja£._tha_EfiUjiaJ, .
—
Degree of Eccentricity oi Stimulus
SlTlcl
Form Resorted by C"bserver.
I
II
III
6C (2 ) ,50 (3),45-15 (4),14-5(5).
55 (2 ) ,50 (3 ) ,35-15 (4 ) ,14-5 (5 ) .
60(2 ),50(3),30-15(4),14-5(5).
Triangle II
III
60(2),45(3),40-20(4),15-5(5),
55(2 ),45(3), 30-20(4), 15-5(5).
60(2).45 (Sl rS0-20(4 1.15-5(5).
II Til
II y II
Rabbit
Star
II
III
60(2),45(3),40-20(4),15-5(5).
55(2),45 (3),30-20 (4),15 -C (5).
fiO (2 ) .40 ( B 1 P 2fi -20(4 ) P15 -5 ( 5 ) ,
II
III
I
II
III
Circle with
segment
cut out
I
II
III
60(2),50(3), 35-20(4), 15-5 (5).
o0(2),50(3),2G-15{4),14-5(5).
60 ( 2 ) .50 (
3
) f20-1S (4 ) . 14 -5 ( 5 ) .
00(2 ),40(5),35-20(4 ) ,15-5(5).
55(2 ) .40(3),25-20(4), 15-5(5),
r
r
n (P ) rAO f 3 ) f (4 ) 1
'
:
-F. f fi )
l
II
III
00 (2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,39-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 ) .
55(2 ),40(3), 30-20(4 ),15-5(5).
60 (2 ) .4 ( 3 ) , r,Q-QQ IA ) . 1 5 -5 f 5 ) .
60(2),40(3), 35-20(4),15-5(5).
60(2 ),40(3),20-15(4), 14-5 (5).
.40 (.",). 30-20
(
4 )
r
If: -5(5),>0(S>.
N.B. (2 ) -perception of vague figure.
(3)-perception of potential form.
(4 ) -identification of form.
(5)-clear identification of form.
(47)
Tah-ltf* 12- T.owfiT* Wert.io.al Meridian nf the Retina. .
Form
of
St imulus . 3
Numeral
of
bserver
.
Degree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and.
j
Form Reported by Observer,
Circle
I
II
III
40(2 ) .30(3 ) .29-15 (4 ).10-5(5).
40(2 ),30($),29-20(4), 15-5(5).
40(2),30(3),29-20(4),15-S(5).
Triangle
I
II
III
40(2 ) .30(3 ) .29-20(4 ) .15-5(5 )
•
40(2 ),30(3),29-20(4), 15-5(5).
40(2 ),30(3),29-20(4),15-5(5).
Hip II
I
II
III
40(2 ).30 (3).29-20(4 ) .15-5(5).
40(2 ),30(3),25-20(4), 15-5(5).
40 (2 ) ,30 (3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) ,14 -5 (5 ) .
II yll
i.
II
III
40(2),30(3),25-15(4),14-D(5).
40(2 ) ,30(3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) ,14-0 (5 )
.
40 (2 ) , 30 ( 3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) , 14 -5 { 5 ) .
Rabbit :
I
II
III
40(2),30(3),25-15 (4), 14-5(5).
40 (2 ) , 30 (3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) ,14 -5 ( 5 ) .
40(2),30(3),20-15(4), 14-5(5).
Star
I
II
III
40 (2 ) , 30 (3 ) ,25-15 (4 ) ,14 -5 ( 5 ) .
40(2),30(3),20*15(4),14-5(5).
40(2 ),30(3),20-15 (4),14-5(5).
Circle witr
segment
cut out
l
L
II
T T T111
40(2),30(3),25-15 (4), 14-5 (5).
40(2 ),30(3),20-15 (4),14-5(5).
40(2 ) ,30(3 ) ,20-15 (4 ),14-5 (5 ) .
4 —
N.B. (2 ) -perception of vagtie figture .
(3) -perception of potential form.
(4) -identification of form.
(5) -clear identification of form.
(48)
T*blo 1^ Upper
; Form
of
St imulus
Circle
Triangle
II Til
llyll
Rabbit
Star
Numeral
of
Db server
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
Circle with
segment
cut out
1
II
III
tiasal erldlan of the Retina .
—
~
,
•
_o i—i j_ •
Degree of~ Eccentricity of Stimulus;
j
and
I
•fTo^m Report ed by Obs erver^ \
"75 ( 1 } ,70 (2 ) ,55 ( 3 ) ,40-20 (4 ) , 15-5 ( D ) .
80(l),75(2),65(3),45-20(4), 15-5(5).
90-75 ( 1 ) ,70 (2 ) ,60 ( 3 ) ,40-20 (4 ) ,15-5 ( 5
]
75 (1 ) ,S5 (2 ) ,50(3) ,35*20^4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
.
00*(t ) ,75 (2 ) ,70 (3 ) ,45-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
90(1),70(2),50(3),40-20(4), 15-5 (5).
75 ( 1 ) ,70 (2 ) ,55 (3 ) ,35-20 (4 ) ,10-5 15 ) .
80(l),70(2),65(3),35-20(4),15-5(5).
90 ( 1 ) ,70 (2 ) ,o0 ( 3 ) ,35-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 ) .
7t ( 1 ) ,V0 (2 ) ,50 (3 ) ,au-l: (4 ) ,15-0 (o )
.
30 ( 1 ) ,70 (2 ) ,55 (3 ) ,40-20 (4 ) , 15-5 (5 )
,
90(l),70(2),50(3),30-20(4), 15*5(5).
75(1),70(2),45(3 ) ,30-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 ) .
30 ( 1 ) ,70 (2 ) ,55 (3 ) ,36-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5
)
.
90(1),70(2 ),50(3),30.*20(4),15-5(5).
\ 75(1),70 (2),45 (3),30-20 (4),15-5 15 J.'
30(l),70(2),50(3).40-20(4),15-5(5).
90(l),70(2),50(3),40-20(4),15-5(5).
75 (1),70(2),55(3),30-20(4), 15-515;.
30(l),70(2),55(3),35-20(4),15-5(5).
90 ( 1 ) ,70 (2 ) ,55 ( 3 ) ,30-20 (4 )
,15-5 (5 )
.
K.B. (1) -perception of ground only.
(2 ) -perception of vague figure.
(3) -perception of potential form.
(4) -identification of form.
(5) -clear identification of form.
(49)
Form
of
St irnuius . C
14* TiOwer
Numeral
of
b server
.
N»8*l M<?rl4i*n of thft R*t1n**
Degree of Eccentricity of St iraulus
;
and
Form Reported by Observer,
I 45 (2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,35-15 (4 ) ,10-5 (5 )
.
Circle II 50(2 ) ,40(3) ,35-20(4 ) ,10-5(5)
III 50 (2 ) ,45 (3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) ,14-5 (5 )
I 45 (2 ) ,40(3 ) ,35-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
.
Triangle II 50(2),40(3),25-20(4),15-5(5).
III 50(2),40(3),20-15 (4), 14-5(5).
I 45 (2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,30-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 ) .
11 ipl! II • 50(2),40(3),20-15 (4),14-5(5).
Ill 50 (2),40 (3),20-15 (4),14-5 (5).
45 (2 ) ,40 ( 3 ) ,35-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 ) .
ii 7!! II 50 (2 ) ,40 ( 3 ) ,25-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
.
III 50(2 ) ,40(3) ,20-15 (4 ) ,14-5 (5 )
1 45 (2 ) ,40(3 ) ,30-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
Rabbit
.
II 50(2 ),40(3),25-20(4 ),U-5 (5).
III 50(2),40(3),20-15(4), 14-5(5).
1 45 (2 ) ,40 ( 3 ) ,25 -15 (4 ) , 14 -5 ( 5 )
Star II 50(2),-10(3),2©-15(4),14-5(5).
ill 5C (2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) , 14 -5 ( 5 )
.
uircxe wxuu
segment
cut out
1
II
III
45(2),40vo),30-tC(4),15-5(5).
50(2 ) ,40(3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) ,14-5(5 )
50(2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,20-15 (4 1 ,14-5 (5 )
N.B. (2)-perception of vague figure.
(3) -perception of potential form.
(4)-identification of form.
(5) -clear identification of form.
(50)
Form
of
St imulus . 2
5. Upper T<
Numeral
.
of
lbserver
s>mpr>T»«1 M«r»1rtian of t.hfi Rftt.lna.
Ifegree of Eccentricity of Stimulus;
and
Form Reported by Observer...
I ( P \ 4- ) 44 -20 f 4 \ . ! - ) .
Circle II 50 (2 ) ,45 (3 ) ,40-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
.
III .
a l
. - - / * - t "* a ma **** ma ' ft V "i r— f* / f— \
50 (2 ) ,45 (3 ) ,40-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
I riQ(2 ) .45 (o ) .44-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
Triangle II 50 (2),45 (3),35-20 (4), 15 -5 (5).
T T T*III 50(2 ),4b (3),35-20(4 ), 15-5 (5)
.
I 50(2 ) .40(3) ,30-20(4 ).15-5(5 )
II 50(2 ), 35 (3),25-20 (4 ), 15-5 (5 )
•
III 50 (2 ) ,40 ( 3 ) ,30-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
50(2 ) .40(3 ) ,35-20(4 ) ,15-5(5 ) .
It -7 11 T T1 1 50(^;,4ut«5/ ,«5U—t u 14 ; »J.o-o \ o ) •
T T TIII 50 (2 ) ,45 (3 ) ,30-<.0 14 ; , lo-o^ ) •
I cnfo\ Arif"^^ ^R-PO (4 ) . 15—5 ( 5 ) •
Rabbit
.
II 50 (2),40 (3),30-20 (4 ),15-5-(5),
III 50 (2),40 (3), 30-20 (4 ), 15-5 (5).
x nnfCM 4^ (S ) .40-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 ) •
Star II 50(2),40 (3),30-20 (4), 15-5 (5).
III 50(2),40 (3), 30-20(4), 15-5 (5).
Circle with
segment
cut out
-
1
i
II
III
50 (2),40 (3), 35-20 (4), 15-5 (5).
50 (2 ) ,45 (3 ) ,30-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
.
50(2),40(3),30-20(4), 15-5(5).
B.B. (2) -perception of •S"6 "f"*'(3)-perception of potential form.
(4) -i<tentification of form.
(5) -clear identification of form.
(51)
of
St irauius
Table 16. Lower Temporal. Meridian of the__Re£lna_,_
Numeral
\
Decree of Eccentricity of stimulus;
of ' end
TTorm Reported by Observer.
Circle
Triangle
it y»
Rabbit
Star
Observer
II
III
I
II
III
II
III
II
III
II
III
I
II
III
Circle with
segment
cut out
I
II
III
45 (2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,35-20(4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
.
60 (2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) , 14 -5 ( 5 )
50(2),40(3),20-15 (4), 14-5 (5),
50(2),40(3), 35-20(4), 15-5(5).
60(2 ) ,40(3 ) ,15-11(4 ) ,10-5 (5 )
.
50 (2 ) ,40 ( 3 ) ,20-15 (4 ) ,14-5 (5 ) .
50(2),40(3), 35-20(4), 15-5(5).
60(2),40(3), 15-11(4), 10-5 (5).
50(2),40(3),20-15(4), 10-5(5).
50(2),40 (3), 35-20 (4), 15-5 (5).
60(2),40(3), 15-11(4), 10-5 (5).
50(2),40(3),20-15 (4), 14-5(5).
50(2),40(3), 30-20(4), 15-5 (5).
6O(2),40(3), 15-11 (4 )> 10-5 (5).
50(2),40(3),20-15(4), 14-5 (5).
50 (2 ) ,40 (3 ) ,35-20 (4 ) ,15-5 (5 )
.
60 (2 ) ,40 (3 ) , 15-11 (4 ) ,10-5 ( 5 )
50(2 ),40(3),20-15(4), 14-5(5).
50 (2),40 (3), 35-20 (4), 15-5(5).
60(2 ),40(3), 15-11(4), 10-5(5).
50 (2 ) ,40(3 ) ,15-11 (4 ) ,10-5 (5 )
.
S.B. (2) -perception of vague fif*J
e '
*
- 3 -perception of potential form.
(4) -identification of form.
(5) -clear identification of
form.
(5?)
The statements in the tables have been arranged accord-
ing to stimuli. The first section contains the results of the
three observers (I, II and III) as the circle was moved from
the edge of the periphery to the paracentral region. The next
section contains the results for the triangle, etc.
In moving the stimulus over the retina it was evident
from the descriptions given by the observers that the changes
in form corresoonded to the general scale 1 which had been im-
provised. In the tables the changes of form are recorded ac-
cording to this scale. Number (1) signifies the perception of
background only. In the explicit descriptions given by the
observers, this was expressed by some such statement, "I per-
ceive a grayish blotch." Number (?) means the perception of
an unorganized mass of marks. Number (3) stands for the per-
ception of a potential form which arouses successive names
according to its mode of appearance. Number (k) indicates the
perception of the correct form, that is, there is a one to one
relationship between the response and the stimulus. Number (5)
signifies the accurate perception of minute details, that is,
there is a one to one relationship between the stimulus and
the perception. The numbers appearing before the numerals
1. The idea of using such a scale was obtained from the exper-
iment by Zigler, Cook, Miller and wemple on "The Perception
of Form in Peripheral Vision." They found that there were
four fields of apprehension. These four fields were used
in the "general scale", and in addition a fifth was added.
(53)
designate the degree of eccentricity (in degrees) of the stim-
ulus, wheneach judgment was reported.
In addition to these general changes of form in periph-
eral vision there were specific changes which occurred, es-
pecially in region III. The circle with a segment cut out of
it always appeared as a full circle in this region. The num-
ber rt 7" was frequently described as a "T". The rabbit was
called a goose, a tree, and it was often said that it resem-
bled some kind of an animal. In this region, the star was
often mistaken for the rabbit or the triangle. The circle
and triangle did not arouse any names but were described as
being disk-like and triangular-like.
Summary of Results. In moving certain forms across the
retina, from the periphery inward, they appeared to pass
through the following phases:
1. The circle first appeared as light, undifferentiated
from the background, (only the ground was perceived); next as
a vague figure, then as a potential form (disk-like), then
as
a circle and finally as a clear and distinct disk.
2. The triangle originally was perceived as light, then
as a vague figure, next as a potential form
(triangular-like),
subsequently as a triangle and lastly as a triangle, the de-
tails of which were clearly and accurately arwrehended.
3. First the rabbit came into view as a blotch of
light,
(5*0
next as a vague figure, then as a potential form (goose, tree,
some kind of an animal, etc.), then as a rabbit and finally
as a distinct rabbit.
k. The Arabic number "7" first became discernible as
light, then as a vague figure, next as a potential form (fre-
ouently "T"-like), subsequently as the number »7
H
,
and lastly
as a well defined
5. The capital letter "T" originally became ostensible
as light, subsequently as a vague figure, later as a
poten-
tial form («T«-like), then as a *T*, and finally a clearly
defined "T".
6. The star first revealed itself as a blotch of
light,
next as a vague figure, then as a potential form
(a few times
as a rabbit, a few times as a triangle, but
mostly as star-
like), subsequently as a star and lastly as a well
defined
star, the details of which could be accurately
perceived.
7. The circle with a segment cut out of
it manifested
itself originally as light, then as a vague
figure, then as
a potential form (practically always disk-like),
next as a
circle with a segment cut out of it, and
finally as a clearly
defined circle with a segment cut out of it.
in the potential form region the circle
with a segment
cut out of it invariably appeared like
a complete disk. (In
this region the number T frequently appeared like the letter
HT " ) •
(55)
Discussion of Besults. The results of these experiments
seem to substantiate those obtained by Sigler, Cook, Miller
and Wemple. That there are four definite phases or fields of
apprehension through which a for* goes is evident from the re-
sults of both experiments. However, the findings of this ex-
periment indicate that Zigler's -field of clear vision" can
be divided into two sections; namely, a field of
identifica-
tion, that is, a field where the image can be named
correctly,
and a field of clear vision, that is, a field
where the minute
details in the form are recognized. The fact
that visual acu-
ity decreases from the fovea outward—a fact
which all pre-
vious investigators agree upon-has been
confirmed by this ex-
periment.
The writer believes that the results
obtained with the
circle having a segment cut out of it and
with the number «7«
show definitely thattthe Law of Pregnancy
and the Law of Clo-
sure hold for indirect vision as well
as direct vision. In
Zigler's article, mention is made of
the results agreeing
with the gestalt ideas of Kohler and
Koffka. However, no def-
inite statements were made to show
clearly what was a.ant.
interpretation of ^sults. Since sensitivity
to form
decreases from the fovea toward the
periphery of the retina
(56)
and since sensitivity to color likewise
decreases from the
fovea outward, It would seem logical
to assume that the de-
crease is due to the same thlng-namely,
a thinning out of the
cones. If this decrease in form and
color sensitivity from the
fovea outward is due to a thinning
out of the cones in the per-
iphery, then it would seem that, by
increasing the intensity
of the stimulus, the deficiency
of . thinning out of the cones
»,uld he compensated for, and the
result would he th,t color
and form could he distinguished
over the entire retina. Svl-
4ence has been obtained by such
investigators as Landolt, Baird,
tensifying a colored form (in a very
superficial way) and found
tnat the sensitivity to color
was increased while that to form
was not increased. However,
the writer states this only
as a
suggestion. Further research
along such lines might prove
.nether or not form is dependent
upon the cones of the retina.
Physical factors might be hrought
in to account for the
facts of the changes of for*
in Peripheral vision. Here
de-
active refraction of ohlioue rays
of light can he blamed for
facts of form discrimination
in the periphery of the ret-
lna . „ the stimulus is
moved from the fovea outward,
there
ia nrst perfect refraction
of lighf, that is, when
the stim-
a f.rthPT toward the periphery
the stimulus is moved farther
and a er
, fl, ,t1ve refraction of light with
there occurs more and more
defec i i
(57)
the result that the image formed on the retina suffers accord-
ingly.
The fact that the circle with a segment cut out of it
always appeared first as a complete circle can he explained
best by a concept of Sestalt psychology—namely, the Law of
Closure. According to this law, in every process, which is-
sues at all in an end situation, the mode of distribution of
energy shifts in the direction of a minimum of Restalt energy.
Thus the perception of the circle with a segment cut out of it
shifts in the direction of a minimum of gestalt energy with
the result that it is perceived as a complete circle.
The fact that the number 37" frequently aooeafred as the
letter "T" can be explained by another concept of Gestalt psy-
chology—namely, the Law of Pregnancy. This law, of which the
Law of Closure is a special case, states that Qestalten tend
to complete or emphasize their natural form. The more "nat-
ural" way for a "7 H to appear would be to have it balanced
with the horizontal line extending an equal distance on the
other side of the vertical. If such is done, the result is a
letter
Conclusions . Under the conditions of this experiment, the
results indicate that the experiences of all forms in moving
across the retina pass through five phases. They also indi-
cate—on the basis of these changes— that we might conceive
(58)
the retina to contain an abundance of cones sensitive to fOTm
in the central and paracentral regions, and fewer and fewer
cones aa the periphery is approached.
The findings of this experiment show that the Law of
Pregnancy and the Law of Closure hold for indirect vision.
(59)
D. The Relative Extension of the Form Zones.
.
Apparatus . The apparatus for these experiments was the
same as that used in the preceding experiment, (p. 17 ff«)»
A, Schweigger's perimeter was employed and colored paper forms
mounted on black cardboard were used as stimuli. The forms
used were: triangle, star, rabbit, letter "T", number "7",
circle, and circle with segment cut out of it. The main dimen-
sions of the stimuli were fifteen millimeters.
Method . The experiment was carried out under the same
conditions as the preceding experiment (p. 17 «•)• Tke moving
method was used in presenting the stimuli. Each stimulus was
first presented at the outermost point on the periphery and
slowly moved inward until the point was reached at which the
stimulus appeared to take on a vague form. It was next moved
slowly inward until it appeared as a potential form. This
was
continued until the form was identified and still farther
until
it was clearly identified. In this way the limits
of the five
fields of apprehension were recorded. Each meridian
was ex-
plored three times.
Results. The same eight half-meridians were
explored in
these experiments as in the three preceding
experiments.
Tables 17-23 contain the limits of the five fields
of appre-
hension (in degrees) for each form employed. Table 17
repre-
(60)
sents the results obtained for the circle. Table
IS contains
the results obtained for the triangle, table 19
for the num-
ber «7», table 20 for the letter «T«, table PI
for the rabbit,
table 22 for the star, and table 23 for the
circle with a seg-
ment cut out of it. The results, as recorded
in the tables,
are arranged according to meridians. The uroer
section of
each table contains the results of observers
I, II and III
along the horizontal temporal meridian of
the retina for, first,
the figure-leas field, second, the
form-less field, third, the
form-like field, fourth, the identification
field, and fifth,
the clear identification field. The next
section contains the
results for the horizontal nasal meridian
of tbe retina, the
next for the lower nasal meridian, etc.
The number appearing
in each column signify the degree of
eccentricity of the stim-
ulus (in degrees) when it was reported.
The results in the
tables are the average of the readings
obtained with each stim-
ulus.
summary of Result.. The reaulte
of thle eroeri-ent indi-
cate that four of the five field,
of aoprehcneion for a certain
triangle, circle, rabhit, etar, letter
f. nuaher -7". and
circle .ith a accent cut out of it
are -practically'' cce.ten-
the same form differ from one
another.
(61)
Table 17.
Form Employed—Circle
meridian
Hor. Temporal
Hor. Nasal
Upper Nasal
Lower Nasal
Obser-
ver
I
II
III
I
II
III
II
III
I
II
III
Lower Vertical II
III
Upper Vertical^ III
I
Upper Temporal ^11
Lower Temporal II
Figure- Form- Form-
less less like Ident i-
Field Field Field f ication
90
90
90
75
80
90
60
60
60
80
85
80
70
72
70
55
55
55
70
65
54
65
60
45 40
50 40
50 41
40 30
40 30
40 30
60 50
55 50
60 50
50 45
50 45
50 45
45 40
• — 60 40
50 40
46
33.5
50
65
62
60
37
45
40
35
28
20
27
27
28
43
33
28
42
40
38
37
15
19
Clear
Identi-
fication
11
10
12
18
16
16
14
15
10
10
10
14
10
12
12
12
15
14
14
15
14
12
10
10
1. Meridians of the retina.
(62)
Table 18.
Form Employed—Triangle
Figure-
Obser- less
Form- Form-
less like Identi-
Meridian
Hor. temporal
Kor. Nasal
Upper Nasal
Lower Nasal
Lower Vertical
Upper Vertical
Upper Temporal
Lower Temporal
1. Meridians
Clear
Ident i-
ver Field Field Field fication f ica
I oU DO AA IP
II 60 51 22 13
III 60 55 48 12
I yo OftoU < u OU
II 90 85 70 50 14
III 90 80 65 55 16
I (V DO 14•L- —
II 80 74 70 45 16
III 90 70 50 38 15
I to rr U 14
II m — 50 40 24 14
III 50 40 18 14
I 40 30 27 12
II 40 31 25 15
III 40 30 22 12
I am mm 60 45 40 15
II 56 42 28 13
III 60 45 25 14
I 50 45 42 14
II 50 45 35 14
III 50 45 35 14
I 50 40 35 12
II 60 40 14 10
III 50 40 18 10
of the retina,
(63)
Table 19
Form Employ e<
Figure
-
1 Obser- Ices
Meridian ver Field
Hor. Temporal
I
II
III
Hor. Nasal
I
II
III
90
90
90
Upper Nasal
I
II
III
75
80
90
Lower Nasal
I
II
III mm
Lower Vertical
I
II
III
Upper Vertical
I
II
III
Upper Temporal
I
II
III
Lower Temporal
I
II
III
_"7"
Form- Form- Clear
less like Identi- Identi-
Field Field fication fication
60 50 43 12
60 50 18 10
60 50 44 12
80 70 55 16
85 70 48 16
80 65 48 16
70 50 27 14
70 55 37.5 16
70 50 30 15
45 40 32 14
50 40 22 14
50 40 15.5 14
40 30 22 12
40 30 18 12
40 30 18 12
60 50 34 14
60 48 19 14
60 50 20 15
50 40 35 14
50 40 30 14
50 45 30 14
50 40 34 12
60 40 12 10
50 40 15 10
1. Meridians of the retina.
(64)
Table 20.
HfTiHForm Employed—
T
Meridian
Hor.Temporal
Hor. Nasal
Upper Nasal
Lower nasal
Figure- Form- Form-
Obser- less less like
ver Field Field Field
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
Identi-
fied ion
Lower Vertical IT
I T I
Upper Vertical
I
TT
Upper Temporal IT
ITI
Lower Temporal II
TIT
— 60 50 40
60 50 25
- - 60 50 38
90 80 70 58
90 85 70 50
90 80 65 52
75 70 55 31
70 62 35
90 70 60 32
-- 45 40 30
50 40 OA
50 40 17
40 30 25
40 30 20
40 30 18
60 45 37
5D 42 21
60 40 23
50 40 30
w — 50 35 25
50 40 28
50 40 35
a— — 50 40 12
50 40 17
Clear
Identi-
fication
12
10
12
16
18
16
14
16.5
15
14
14
14
12
12
12
14
13
14
14
14
14
12
10
10
1. ieridians of the retina.
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Meridian i
Hor. Temporal
Hor. Nasal f
Upper Nasal
Lower Nasal
i
!
Lower Vertical
Upper Vertical
Upper Temporal
i
Lower Temporal
Table 21.
Form Employed—Rabbit
Figure- Form- Form-
Obser- less less like
ver Field Field Field
Identi-
fication
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
I
II
III
Clear
Identi-
fication
_ m 60 50 40 12
— 60 52 19 10
C A vj 37 13
90 80 70 55 16
90 85 70 48 16
oayo onou oo 50 16
75 70 42 28 14
80 70 55 32.5 18
QAyu 7ni u 30 16
_ - 45 40 30 14
— 50 40 22 14
50 40 16 1 A1st
40 30 24 12
40 30 20 12
40 30 20 12
60 40 34 14
55 40 23 13
60 40 20 14
50 40 32 14
50 40 28 12
50 40 28 14
50 40 30 12
60 40 13.5 10
50 40 15.5 10
1. iieridians of the retina.
) 1
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Table 22.
Obser-
X Li Xfc*i 1 ver
I
Hor. Temporal II
IT Ii. X. X,
I
Hor. Nasal II
III
I
Upper Nasal II
III
I
Lower Easal II
III
I
Lower Vertical II
III
I
Upper Vertical II
III
I
Upper Temporal II
III
I
Lower Temporal II
III
1. Meridians of the
m Employed—Ctar
Figure- Form- Form-
less less like
Field Field Field
60 50
— 60 50
—
—
60 50
90 80 70
90 85 70
90 80 65
75 70 45
80 70 48
90 70 50
45 40
50 40
50 40
40 30
40 30
40 30
60 40
55 40
60 40
50 40
50 37
50 40
50 40
60 40
50 38
retina
.
Clear
Identl- Identi-
fication fication
40 12
23 10
A TV
Wfw 12
56 18
50 16
50 lo
29 14
36 18
30 lo
33 14
24 14
18 14
25 12
20 12
20 12
38 13
27.5 14
28 14
40 14
28 12
28 14
35 12
13.5 10
16 10
(§7)
Table 23.
Form Employed--Circle (segmented)
^
Obser-
Meridian ver
Figure
-
less
Field
Form-
less
Field
Form-
like
Field
Identi-
fication
Clear
Ident i-
f icstic
Hor. Temporal
I
II
III
60
60
60
50
50
50
40
19
40
10
10
12
Hor, Nasal
I
II
III
90
90
90
85
85
80
70
70
65
53
48
50
18
16
18
Upper Nasal
I
II
III
75
80
90
70
70
70
52
55
55
28.5
33.7
28
14
16
1 A14
Lower Nasal
I
II
III
45
50
50
40
40
40
30
20
15.5
15
14
T A14
Lower Vertical
I
II
III
— 40
40
40
30
30
30
24
20
20
12
12
12
Upper Vertical
I
II
III
60
60
60
40
40
40
30
19
28
12
13
14
Upper Temporal
I
II
III
50
50
50
40
45
40
35
30
28
14
13
14
Lower Temporal
I
II
III
50
60
50
40
40
40
35
14.5
14
12
10
9
1. Meridians of the retina.
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sive. The other zone—namely, the identification zone—varies
among these seven forms. The circle has the widest identifica-
tion zone. The triangle has the second largest identification
zone. The other five forms have identification zones that are
"practically" coextensive. Visual discrimination of form is
keenest along the horizontal nasal meridian of the retina and
is dullest along the lower vertical meridian of the Tetina.
There are individual variations in zonal extensions.
Discussion of Results. The results of this experiment seem
to agree with those obtained by Zigler and others in that both
sets find four of the fields of apprehension coextensive.
The
faot that in this experiment five zones were distinguished
in-
stead of four, as was the case with Zigler, would tend
to make
the two experiments slightly incompatible. The
results of this
experiment agree with those of Geissler
2 in that both indicate
that the circle is the most superior form in
indirect vision.
Collier, 3 however, stated that the triangle is the
most superior
form in indirect vision.
1. Zigler, Cook, Miller and ffpiePeripheral Vision", Amer. J. Psych., 1930, D « ^° *3?
2. Oeissler A L. R. , "Form
Perception in Indirect Vision", Psych.
Bui., 1926, V. 23, P»
3. collier, *. irT\™-%™Ue°* Vl3i°n "'Payoh. , T«b. 1931. »• u . 281-«"»
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Interpretation of Results. The writer believes that the
facts of form discrimination in indirect vision can
best be
explained by a physiological interpretation. In this
case,
one would conceive th3 retina to have an abundance
of cones
in the central and paracentral regions, to
the periphery is
approached, however, these cones thin out until
there are
only a few in the extreme portions of the retina.
The zones
then would represent, physiologically, the
number of cones in
that region.
Conclusions . Under the conditions of this
experiment
and with the results obtained, the central
region of the ret-
ina may be conceived to have enough cones
so that the -Inge"
of a form may be perceived clearly and
accurately. The next
region, that is, toward the periphery,
may be conceived to
contain enough cones to identify the image
of a form on the
retina. The next region contains enough
cones to suggest a
form. The next region contains only
enough cones to form a
vague "image- and the outermost
region contains so few cones
that only the ground can be perceived.
(70)
CHAPTER IV
QEHERAL DISCUSSIOH
A. Graphical Comparison of the Color Zones
and the Form Zones.
The limits of the color zones, under the conditions
of
this experiment, have been determined (o. 33 «•>.
The lim-
its for the form rones, under the same
experimental condi-
tions, have been determined also (p. 59 tt.h
The results
of both experiments can be represented
graphically. To do
this, it is necessary to assume that the
axis of the hemis-
phere, generated by the curved band on the
perimeter, passes
through the geometrical center of the
retina. With this
center as the origin, the limits of the
color zones for the
horizontal temporal and nasal meridians of
the retina can be
plotted along the X-axis of the graph
and the upper and lower
vertical meridians of the retina can be
plotted along the Y-axis
of the graph. The limits of the
color zones for the upper
nasal meridian of the retina and the
lower temporal meridian
of the retina can be plotted along
the line x-y = 0. The lim-
its of the upper temporal and
lower nasal can be plotted along
the line x - y - 0. The results
of the above mentioned exper-
iments are plotted in this manner;
Figure I shows the color zones
of observer number I. The
aata appearing with the figure were
ta.en from table 9a. The
(7D
figure shows that the blue and yellow
zones are nearly coex-
tensive. It also shows that the green
and red zones are prac-
tically coextensive. The blue and
yellow .ones appear more
extensive than do the green and red
zones.
Figure 2 represents the identification
.ones of observer
number I for the seven forms employed
in the experiment on
"The Relative Extension of the Form
Zones", p. 59 If, The
data for this figure were taken
from tables 17-23- This fig-
ure s-ems to indicate that the
seven zones are more or
less
coextensive. If there is any
predominant form, the figure
indicates that it might be the
circle, (with the triangle
second)
.
Figure 3 represents the color
.ones of observer number I
.«* the Identification zone
superimposed upon the.. This
Identification sone -as obtained by
taxing the average exten-
al„n of the seven forms
along each meridian. The
figure shoes
tbst for. may be discriminated
before color (green and red)
al0ng ell meridians exceot
the leer temooral meridian of
the
visual field. I. other words.
If s red or green stimulus
Is
_* uq form will be distinguished
moved from the periphery
in^rd, its i
before its color.
Figure * show, the color
.ones of observer number II.
Tbe data for this figure
.ere obtained from table 9
a. The re-
coextenslve are more extensive
than the green and red
.ones,
Meridian
Hor. Temporal
Hor. Nasal
Lower Nasal
Upper Nasal
Lower Vertical
Upper Vertical
Lower Temporal
Upper Temporal
Red^reenfellow
53
20.7
212
23
26
2£5
33
232
53
23.6
22
25A
25
20 A
31
21.5
72.3
ho
^2.5
36
'
50.7
£769
37.2
.Blue-
76
43.4
M-2.5
39.2
5?26.1
7°
1. Meridians of the visual field,
Figure 1.
Color Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number I
11
.. UI XU1&I1 iw/ ncie limit tlrfH•
iiux • leiiipui'tAi ACOD Rfi fin ^R OJ DO
18 o a n 1uUI » JNdsUJ. Afi A "Z a n
Lower Nasal 42 4.0 •^po<s OD
Upper Nasal 37 35 35 35 34 30 35
Lower Vertical 43 38 40 37 34 34 30
Upper Vertical 27 25 27 25 22 24 24
Lower Temporal 37 29 31 31 27 28 28.5
Upper Teiaporal
1
37 33 35 31 29 28 30
1. Meridians of the visual field.
Figure 2.
Identification Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number I.
u-v.
(74)
'ftT»ldian
Hor. Nasal
Hor. Temporal
Lower Temporal
Upper Temporal
Upper Vertical
Lower Vertical
Lower nasal
Upper liasal
/verage of
A 1 1 fftwns
42
57.4
30.2
32
25
36.5
36.5
34.5
1. ieridians of the visual field.
Figure 3.
Color Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number I with /verage
Identification Tone Superimposed Upon Them.
U.V
.
E. : .
H.N .
Red Zone
Blue Zone
-Green Zone
-Yellow Zone
Average Identification lone
(75)
also coextensive*
Figure 5 represents the identification zones of observer
number II. The data used here were obtained from tables 17-?3«
The figure seems to indicate that the seven zones are nearly
coextensive. The zones for the circle and triangle seem to
be more extensive than any of the others.
Figure 6 gives the color zones with the identification
zone superimposed uoon them. The figure shows that form may
be discriminated before color (green and red) in a few scat-
tered regions.
Figures 7, S and 9 show the same zones for observer num-
ber III. Figure 7 shows the form zones; figure 8 shows the
identification zones; and figure 9 shows the color rones with
the average identification 7one superimposed upon it. The
blue and yellow zones indicate that they are coextensive and
larger than the green and red zones, which are also coexten-
sive. The identification zones indicate that they are almost
coextensive with the zones of the circle and triangle a little
larger than the others. A comparison of the color and
form
zones show that form may be discriminated before color
(red
and green) along the horizontal nasal, lower nasal and
lower
vertical meridians of the visual field.
(76)
• i
Meridian Red 1Ireen. Vftlltra Blue i
Hor. Nasal 27 25.5 46 48.3
Hor. Temporal 43 44 65 67
Upper Vertical 18.3 17 31.5 33
Lower Vertical 30.4 29.5 51 53
Upper Nasal 30.2 26 40.1 41.5
Lower Nasal 23.5 24 33 41
Upper Temporal 20 22 35 | 35
Lower Temporal 42 40 53 | 55
1. Meridians of the visual field.
Figure 4
.
Color Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number IT
U,V.
U.T.
H.N _ H.T.
-Red Zone
-Blue Zone
-Green Zone
-Yellow Zone
LtT.
(77)
Hor. Tempore
1
Hoi*. Nasal
Lower Easel
Upper Nasal
Lower Vertical
Upper Vertical
Lower Temporal
Upper Temporal
Circle
62
33.5
40
15
33
28
45
28
1. Meridians of tne
£tar
50
23
28
13.5
27.5
20
36
24
Triangle
50
22
35
14
28
25
45
24
visual rieltl
.
limit
i
nntt Rabbit
C ire le
( scFiTientecl
)
50 48 48 4;,
25 18 19 19
25 30 28 30
12 12 13.5 14.5
21 19 23 19
20 17 20 20
35 37.5 32.5 33.7
20 22 22 20
Figure 5.
Identification Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number II.
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criuitn
Hor. Ilasal
Hor. Temporal
Lower Temporal
Upper Temporal
Upper Vertical
Lower Vertical
Lower Easal
Upper Nasal
1. Meridians or t,ne
Figure 6.
Color Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number II with
/^erage
Identification Zone Superimposed Upon Them.
(79)
j
iieridian
Hor. Nasal
Hor. Temporal
Upper "Vertical
Lower Vertical
Upper Nasal
Lower Nasal
Upper Temporal
Lower Temporal
' T. eridiuus sual field.
Figure 7.
Color Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number III
UiV.
H.N.
a H.T,
Red Zone
Blue Zone
-Green Zone
Yellow Zone
(80)
..lerldian Circle
60
50
38
19
28
28
40
20
•tar
50
47
28
16
28
20
30
18
Triangle
48
35
18
25
22
38
18
Hor. Temporal
nor. Nasal
Lower Nasal
Upper Nasal
Lower Vertical
Upper Vertical
Lower Temporal
Upper Temporal
1. Meridians of the visual field.
Figure 8.
Identification Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number III.
52
38
28
17
23
18
32
JL7_
48
44
30
15
20
18
30
JL5-
50
37
28
15.5
20
20
30
JL6
—
Circle
babbit
1
(ac f
50
40
28
14
28
20
28
-16-
(81)
1
.eriuian
/.vorage oi
a xi roriuSt,
Ilor. Uasal 43.4
Hor. Temporal 52
Lower Tempore 1 32.5
Upper Temporal 17
Upper Vertical 21
Lower Vertical 24.6
Lower Nasal 31
Upper I asal 16.5
1. meridians of the visual field,
Figure 9.
Color Zones of Left Eye of Observer Number III with Average
Identification Zone Superimposed Upon Them.
Yellow Zone ^
Identification Zone (composite )
.
(42)
Comparison of the Color Zones of Three Forms of Same Area.
In attempting to ascertain the effect of form on the color zones
it was necessary to have forms that were of equal area. The
triangle, the star and the letter MT " used in the previous ex-
periments were all of equal area (12g sq. mm. )• The data ob-
tained on rtThe Relative Extension of the Color Zones" was used
here in this particular study. Along the upper temporal mer-
idian of the visual field it was found that the limit of the
blue zone of the "T" was 40. 7°; that of the triangle was k0°;
and that of the star was 41° (taken from data of observer num-
ber III). Along the horizontal temporal meridian of the vis-
ual field it was found that the limit of the yellow zone of
the "T M was 72°; that of the triangle 72°; and that of the star
was 72° (taken from data of observer number I). Along the
lower vertical meridian of the visual field, the limit of the
red zone for the «T rt was 30°; that of the triangle was 10°;
and that of the star was 31° (taken from data of observer num-
ber III). From these representative cases, taken at random,
one would conclude that (with stimuli of equal area and main
dimensions) form has no effect on the extension of the color
zones.
B. General Summary.
Under the conditions of these experiments, the
following
statements seem justifiable:
1. All colors appear colorless at the outer
extremity of
(83)
the periphery and as they approach the fovea they appear blu-
ish and yellowish; then reddish and greenish.
2. In moving forms across the retina, from the periphery
inward, their perception is as follows: (1) perception of
background only, (2) perception of vague form, (3) perception
of potential form, (k) identification, (5) clear identification.
3. A circle with a segment cut out of it always first ap-
peared as a complete circle.
fc» The color zones of blue and yellow are coextensive and
larger than the color zones of green and red which are also co-
extensive. The color zones extend farthest along the horizontal
nasal meridian of the retina and least along the lower vertical
meridian of the retina. The extension of the color zones viry
with individuals.
5» The form zone in which the background only is perceived
is coextensive for all forms. The same is true for the zone
in which a vague figure is perceived; for the zone in which a
potential form is perceived; and for the clear identification
zone. The zone for identification is coextensive for all forms
except the circle and triangle, in which case the circle is the
largest. The extension of the form zones vary with individuals.
6. The identification zone for form extends farther on the
nasal half of the retina than does the color zones for red and
green.
(«%)
7. The form of the stimulus is not a variable faotor
that influences the relative extent of the color zones.
(Limited to forms of equal areas and main dimensions.)
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